
 
Jack Venrick  

From: "Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 9:33 PM
Subject: Regarding Boise Creek Work at Mud Mountain Road and Other Fish Myths - Part II
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To: Diane Concannon  King County DNRP/WLRD/RRS- Ecological Services Unit 
Glenn Evens King County Section Manager DES/FMD - Capital Planning and 
Development Section 
Brent Dhoore King County Environmental Scientist DOT 
Harold Taniguchi King County Director DOT 
Pam Bissonnette King County Executive Office Assist. County Executive 
  
bcc: Property Rights Groups, King County Ag, King County Council, Washington 



Supreme Court, Evergreen Freedom Foundations, Media, Coast To Coast AM, Devvy 
Kidd 
  

  
I am a rural property owner about 10 minutes from your Boise Creek project off  SR 410 
and White River on the Pierce and King County Washington south border.  I was alerted to 
the destruction of the Boise Creek outlet area by a fellow property owner who lives on 
Boise Creek.  Since he is near 80 years old and does not have email I offered to gather up 
the facts and send them out.  
  
As I told your reluctant to listen King County employees on the site, rural property owners 
impacted by this destruction were not involved in approving this work.   
  
Please go to here http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromFishMyths.dwt.asp and 
review the facts on common fish myths that have been gathered from experts and fellow 
rural property owners over some 5 years.   
  
Here are more facts to broaden your perspective on the debauchery behind these phony 
green takings in rural America  
  
1.   http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRuralCleansingNew.dwt.asp   

� discover the unnecessary destruction of our rural areas and traditional way of life 
using debased green myths.  

2.  http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromCriticalAreaOrdinanceMythsNew.asp   

� discover more myths created to destroy rural private and public property use with 
green semantic swindling nonsense.  

3.  http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRoundabouts.asp   

� learn more phony green manufactured crisis created to shove multimillion dollar 
roundabouts down our rural throats  

4.  http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRailsToTrailsTakings.dwt.asp   

� see the King County PA and Facilities Management office in action along with the 
Mayor of Enumclaw  

� the absolute bottom of the fish barrel of tyranny in government.  
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5.  http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromTaxesNew.dwt.asp   

� understand the complete corruption and illegitimacy of the federal, state, county and 
city tax system 

� which is funding this fraudulent green nonsense 

  
  
Property owners did not authorize this project, we did not vote on it, nor were we included 
in the planning.   

� Nor can we be "represented"  
� You & your cronies spent years on this green project  
� consumed millions of direct and indirect unconstitutional funds for this project and 

others,  
� but could not contact the people directly who are the end users    
� never-the-less you have orchestrated that we pay your illegitimate wages and the costs 

of this needless green project  

  
  
You cannot  (there are no founding or natural laws to support this) .... 

1. steal our wages via the maize of illegitimate government tax takings  
2. then use the funds to steal our private and public lands along with 

� our water, creeks,  rivers, lakes and roads, traditional way of life, directly or 
indirectly 

3. convert our private land to public parks using unconstitutional taxing  
4. convert abandon rails to trails for the zealous few just because CONgress says you 

can do it 
� all done by using subversion and coercion against the abutting rural property 

owners   
� while ignoring the founding and natural laws of the land 

5.   use semantic swindling double standard legal fiction   
� while you tear up the country side  
� for your million dollar roundabouts for humans and fish,  
� rails to trails,  
� add debris into creeks and rivers creating hazards for swimmers and fisherman  
� mess with creeks and rivers that are just fine left alone.  

6. tell rural property owners that their land is "critical while 
�  you and your green commercial builders enjoy a completely different standard 
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7. convert our rural and urban unique traditional way of life into eco-cosponsored 
corporate state sterile Stepford town USA.   

8. represent our rights away through  

� political party machinery and gerrymandering,  
� fraudulent political machinery "voting" systems of no choice,  
� constant redistricting to suit the reigning or underdog political machinery  
� pretending you are a county "government" looking out for the rural folks..  
�  when in fact you are a municipal corporation expressly organized to steal 

everything we have  
� you are headquartered in Seattle NOT located in the rural areas you pretend to be 

serving  
� you are puppets of the corporate state infrastructure, 

� e.g. political parties, media, bench, bar, banks, green machinery    

  
No local property owners want any of this green extreme extortion once they know 
the hard truth.  

� Many of the government types don't even live in or near the rural areas you are 
destroying, parking, packing, trails, etc.   

� Many have no clue what they are doing goes against the founding, natural laws 
and laws of God.  

� You people are stealing our way of life, our peace and quiet and our local pride of 
community.   

� You are trespassing upon our private and public land  
� You are invading the sanctity of our quiet communities without our knowledge or 

permission.  
� You have created an empire of tyranny that is not just useless but predatory. 

  
Government types are servants and caretakers to the natural born state CITIZENS.   

� We are sovereign and free, you are NOT.   
� You are government servants with NO rights when you are on the job.   
� You have no rights to unionize on our backs, our private homes and land, our private 

wages  
� You have only privileges, we grant you.   
� You have never been given any legitimate authority, jurisdiction or rights to take 

from the natural born state Citizens 
� directly or indirectly,  
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� covertly with or without anyones permission,  
� Those who claim to represent us do NOT because the system is illegitimate 

The only way I see this Boise Creek Taking ever being legitimate is if the following were 
to be done 

� There was very real (non junk political or non junk science) reason to do it  
� The local rural abutting and surrounding property owners approved it unanimously  
� They wish to do it earnestly enough to raise the funding privately and voluntarily  
� Then they formed groups of local volunteers to do the work  
� You and the green corporate state have done just the opposite 

  
King County and most cities are municipal corporations, which are artificial political 
subdivisions.   

� As much as you government types think you can force yourself all over us 
� And do so with impunity, without accountability, without transparency or 

prosecution,  
� This is called racketeering and it is a crime in the private sector but apparently not in 

government  
� This is outcome based crooked politics using geographic bias to manipulate rural and 

urban personal and community lives 

  
  
This endless urban encroachment is 

� How it has become,  
� NOT how it was,  
� This is urban class warfare upon the rural folks  
� Municipal corporations have become predatory police states with imperial ambitions  
� OATH TAKING GOVERNMENT TYPES HAVE A LEGAL OBLIGATION TO 

STOP THESE TAKINGS   
� Government employers not taking an oath have a moral obligation to report those who 

are behind these green takings 

Government's ignorance and selective memory of the laws of the land  

� is only surpassed by the apathy of 92% of the rural and urban property owners  
� who allow the corrupt government and non government to extort their land and their 
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life away  
� Government cannot use ignorance or selective memory of the fundamental and 

natural laws of the land to take property     

  
I was raised in a government family.  My Father was a U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Forest 
Ranger and a Range Conservationist for the Gallitin National Forest out of Bozeman 
Montana. I have family and friends in government.  My Dad was in WWII .   
  
However everything in "government" has gone sour now, whether you know this or 
not.   
  
You and all employees of government must come to understand the complete fall of 
justice, legislation and administration in America to appreciate what is going on.  

�  Just because Congress passes legislation, the high courts make a decision on a case, 
or the executive office makes an order 

� DOES NOT THE LAW MAKE  
� NOR REQUIRE IT TO BE FORCED WITH TYRANNY UPON THE LAND  

� This statement cannot be misrepresented as government being imperfect as the Assist. 
AG once told me.  

� The government is neither imperfect or perfect  
� It is fraudulent and criminal 

� One has to drop their own political, financial, monetary, academic, legal and career 
belief systems to get this concept  

� No one in America is given any power, jurisdiction or authority to create the current 
fascist system upon the sovereign state Citizens 

  
To understand what has happen to the once greatest nation on earth you have to look at the 
basic signs.  

� Once the fundamental cornerstones are removed,  (by the Political Brokers)  
� and the earth is replaced with a swamp of debt, (by the Central Bankers)  
� and the founding and natural laws are replaced with "progressive positivism" (by the 

Bench & Bar Brokers)  
� then the House That God built for US in America quickly falls. (as in 233 years)  
� You and your government are now a Global Elite "Majority Rule Democracy" which 

has become fascist  
� You used to be is a Constitutional Republic where you and God ruled supreme  
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You are NOT free when Government or it's sponsors ... 

1. uses force  
2. steals private property including wages, homes, land, private estates  
3. restricts the use of private property in any way  
4. goes into debt or creates debt or accepts debt/grant to expand this green racket  
5. enjoins and becomes complicit with other state and national associations to 

amplify takings of private and public property  
6. forces people out of their homes, land and traditional communities 

�  based on a belief system of de facto, prima facie, colored "law", codes, acts, etc.  
� all of which are debased with no foundation on the founding and natural laws of 

the land   
� especially in a country claiming to be free  
� direct taxes on private property, usurious interest and diluted title all go against 

founding and natural laws of the land 
7. forces people to rat pack their homes 10 feet apart while you force others to park out 

their own land just to live there  
8. builds municipal corporations of 15,000 employees to control free Citizens lives who 

have never contracted to do so  
9. then fund yourself and all these takings and more with a totally fraudulent tax and 

legal system  
10. then ruin innocent people lives by using this racket to fine them, jail them, foreclose 

on them, spy on them and otherwise destroy them     
11. All based on protecting us of course from ourselves 

  
To enlighten yourself and acquire a sense of what natural freedom is please glance at this  

� Natural Law and Natural  Rights - 
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/NaturalLawAndNaturalRights.dwt.asp  

� Your Unalienable Rights - 
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http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/UnalienableRightsNew.dwt.asp  

  
Once you become aware "governments" (legitimate or illegitimate) do NOT give you 
anything which you do not have already.. 

� They are only instituted to protect your freedoms  
�  NOT to give you welfare,  
� NOT to make warfare, defend yes, war on foreign nations plus war on 

American's own sons and daughters....... NO  
� NOT to make eco terror on their own sons and daughters,  
� NOT to make tax terror on their own kind  
� NOT to create green myths or social myths based on one sided government/Central 

Bankster funded extortion  
� NOT to usurp the monetary system of its base of value  
� NOT to usurp the printing presses with the debauchery of usurious interest  
� NOT to dilute the titles of property of the sons and daughters of the land  
� NOT to create codes, licenses, permits, certificates, et al from commercial legal 

fiction 
� and apply them to the natural born sovereign free state Citizens 

  
There are 15, 000 employees working for King County.   

� Everyone of these employees and their positions are illegitimate because; 
� they are funded by a fraudulent tax system that goes against the founding and 

natural laws of the land  
� they are a municipal corporation which has no authority or jurisdiction over the 

natural born state Citizens  
� they have enjoined and are complicit with large networks of state and national 

groups who have hidden agendas against freedom  
� they are enjoined with a corrupt court and executive system to rat pack the urban 

areas and park out the rural areas (Agenda 21)   
� Thus we have NO legitimate form of the once intended Constitutional Republic, it has 

been hijacked    
� IN SHORT, WE WOULD BE MUCH BETTER OFF WITHOUT ALL 15,000 

OF YOU   
� Every natural born sovereign free state Citizen has a duty to throw off exactly what 

you are doing and what you have become 
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I leave you with a puzzle, it's called  PAREIDOLIA.   

� Look it up and ponder on this word and its meaning  
� Ponder on how it relates to your job, King County and the state of Washington  
� Ponder on how you and your kind have created this pareidolia  

� To reign over the "unreignable", the sovereign and the free  
� the natural born of the several states.   
� while you pretend you are a God magically given these powers by a 

Constitutional Republic intended to NOT do this  

I apologize for the length of this letter and all the material.  But it is impossible to 
communicate what has happen in America unless you have the big picture.  What has 
taken me 5 years to learn, is just the tip of the iceberg of taking.  It is much worse than 
this, if you can imagine it or not.  My Grandfather discovered this also, 100 years ago.  
Millions of Americans are waking up to these hard truths. 
  
  
  
Sincerely,  
  
  
John (Jack) R. Venrick 
Enumclaw, Washington 
www.freedomforallseasons.org  
The Boeing Company 
30 Years Retired 
Montana State University 
B.S. Electrical Engineering 
M.S. Applied Science 
Industrial Engineering 
Business Administration 
  

 
  

  
From: "Taniguchi, Harold" <Harold.Taniguchi@kingcounty.gov> 
Date: July 28, 2009 5:26:40 PM PDT 
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Subject: RE: Boise Creek work at Mud Mountain Road 

  

This project is a KCDNRP/Water & Land Resources Division project that is being constructed by the Road Services 
Division's crews.  This KCDNRP/WLR project is known as the Re-Alignment of Boise Creek and includes moving 
the creek back to where its original creek bed was located before it was moved many years ago to make room for 
the railroad tracks through the area.  The project is located on the Lower SE Mud Mountain Road, between Buckley 
and Enumclaw (Thomas Guide page 838, B3).  Our crews began work on-site on Monday, July 20th and anticipate 
it will take 3 weeks to complete construction. 

  

Dianne Concannon, Manager of WLR's Ecological Services Unit, will be happy to provide you and the citizens with 
more information about the project and to respond to any questions they may have.  Diane can be reached by email 
at diane.concannon@kingcounty.gov or by telephone at 206-296-8017. 

  

Thanks.  Harold 

Harold Taniguchi King County Director DOT 
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